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ABSTRACT Sparse-view scanning has great potential for realizing ultra-low-dose computed tomography (CT) examination. However, noise and artifacts in reconstructed images are big obstacles, which must
be handled to maintain the diagnosis accuracy. Existing sparse-view CT reconstruction algorithms were
usually designed for circular imaging geometry, whereas the helical imaging geometry is commonly adopted
in the clinic. In this paper, we show that the sparse-view helical CT (SHCT) images contain not only
noise and artifacts but also severe anatomical distortions. These troubles reduce the applicability of existing
sparse-view CT reconstruction algorithms. To deal with this problem, we analyzed the three-dimensional
(3D) anatomical structure sparsity in SHCT images. Based on the analyses, we proposed a tensor decomposition and anisotropic total variation regularization model (TDATV) for SHCT reconstruction. Specifically,
the tensor decomposition works on nonlocal cube groups to exploit the anatomical structure redundancy; the
anisotropic total variation works on the whole volume to exploit the structural piecewise-smooth. Finally,
an alternating direction method of multipliers is developed to solve the TDATV model. To our knowledge,
the paper presents the first work investigating the reconstruction of sparse-view helical CT. The TDATV
model was validated through digital phantom, physical phantom, and clinical patient studies. The results
reveal that SHCT could serve as a potential solution for reducing HCT radiation dose to ultra-low level by
using the proposed TDATV model.
INDEX TERMS Helical CT, sparse-view, tensor, total variation, iterative reconstruction.
I. INTRODUCTION

Excessive radiation in X-ray CT can cause potential radiation
hazard to the patient, raising concerns linked to the increase
in cancer risk incidence [1]. Currently, various low-dose
CT (LDCT) imaging techniques have been explored including low-mAs [2], [3], sparse-view [4], [5], limited-view [6],
and region-of-interest scanning [7]. Among these, the lowmAs technique has been successfully used in commercial
CT systems [8]. However, when the mAs is reduced to
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Vishal Srivastava.
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ultra-low-dose levels, e.g., tube currents of 10 to 20 mA and
exposure time of 0.5 seconds per rotation, photon starvation and electronic noise can pose big challenges to image
reconstruction [9]–[11].
Sparse-view CT (SCT) is one of the most promising alternative strategies for ultra-low-dose scanning by reducing the
number of projections and maintaining the mAs of each
projection at normal levels [5]. SCT can reduce the radiation dose while avoiding photon starvation and reducing
the influence of the electronic noise [12]. Many methods
have been developed to yield high-quality SCT images [13].
However, these SCT methods are usually performed with
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FIGURE 1. (a) Geometries of circular-cone-beam CT (CCT), sparse-view circular-cone-beam CT (SCCT), helical CT (HCT), and sparse-view helical CT
(SHCT). The patient table moves in the Z-axis direction; (b) The XCAT digital phantom is used to analyze the artifacts of SHCT reconstruction; (c) The
image reconstructed by the FDK algorithm from the 144-view projections with SCCT imaging geometry; (d) The image reconstructed by the WFBP
algorithm from 144-view projections with SHCT imaging geometry.

circular fan- or cone-beam geometries that are different from
the commonly used helical CT (HCT) in clinic. In general,
HCT scans of large organs or the whole human body have
higher radiation dose accumulation to patients because of the
requirement of collecting multiple rotations of projection data
and each rotation requires exposure of hundreds or even more
than one thousand projections [14], [15]. Thus, the motivation
of this work is to study the sparse-view helical CT (SHCT)
reconstruction to reduce the radiation dose to ultra-low level
while ensuring the image quality.
Fig. 1 (a) shows the different scanning geometries, including circular-cone-beam CT (CCT), sparse-view circularcone-beam CT (SCCT), helical CT (HCT), and sparse-view
helical CT (SHCT). Modern commercial HCT systems can
exactly reconstruct the scanned object because helical scan
geometries satisfy Tuy’s condition [16], [17]. However, as the
number of projections along the helical scan orbit decreases,
the reconstruction of the SHCT degenerates into an ill-posed
inverse problem. Thus, the classic reconstruction algorithms
of HCT are no longer suitable for SHCT reconstruction
[17], [18]. Fig. 1 (d) shows the SHCT results of the XCAT
phantom reconstructed by the weighted filtered backprojection (WFBP) algorithm, which is implemented by the
FreeCT software package [18], [19]. Compared with SCCT,
the artifacts of SHCT reconstruction contain not only severe
streaking artifacts but also complex anatomical distortion
artifacts, which can shadow real anatomical structures,
as shown in Figs. 1 (b)-(d).
To address these problems, in this study, we first analyze the SHCT scanning geometry and reconstruction in
detail. Based on the analyses, a tensor decomposition and
anisotropic total variation regularization model (TDATV) is
proposed for SHCT reconstruction. The contributions of this
work can be summarized as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work investigating the sparse-view helical CT (SHCT)
reconstruction and reducing its radiation dose to
ultra-low level;
• We propose a TDATV regularization model by exploiting the 3D anatomical structure sparsity of SHCT
VOLUME 9, 2021

images. Specifically, the tensor decomposition works
on nonlocal cube groups to exploit the anatomical
structure redundancy and the anisotropic total variation
works on the whole volume to exploit the structural
piecewise-smooth;
• We validated the potential of the proposed TDATV
model with various SHCT data, including digital phantom, physical phantom, and clinical patient data. The
results reveal that SHCT could serve as a potential
solution for reducing HCT radiation dose to ultra-low
level by using the proposed TDATV model.
II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review previous literature related
to this work: the HCT reconstruction algorithms and the SCT
reconstruction algorithms.
A. HELICAL CT RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS

For decades, the filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm
has been the dominant reconstruction method in commercial HCT scanners for its simplicity and low computation
time [17], [18], [20]. Another type of reconstruction technique, iterative reconstruction (IR), was put away from the
clinical application because of its high computation burden.
But the situation is changing. The rapid development of
high-performance computing chips such as graphics processing units (GPUs) brings the opportunity to IR algorithms.
During the past years, several commercial IR techniques (e.g.
ASIR of GE Healthcare, SAFIRE of Siemens Healthcare)
have been released by the vendors [8]. Moreover, several
studies suggested that IR can provide the image with better
diagnostic performance against the conventional FBP algorithm at lower radiation dose [8], [11]. The effectiveness of
IR depends on two major concerns in practice: the proper
prior assumptions and optimization algorithms. Therefore,
various advanced prior assumptions have been proposed to
meet different low-dose scanning tasks including limitedview [6], sparse-view [12], low-mAs [21], etc. On the other
hand, many efficient methods have been extended to optimize
the cost function of IR in CT imaging, such as linearized
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augmented Lagrangian method (LALM) [22], alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [23], etc.
B. SPARSE-VIEW CT RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS

In SCT reconstruction, the sparsity-regularized methods from
compressive sensing (CS) theory have achieved acceptable
results in SCT reconstruction, e.g., TV-based regularization [4], [5]. However, the isotropic edge characteristics of
traditional TV neglect the slight pixel value flux leading to
over-smoothing or patchy artifacts in the sparse-view CT
reconstruction. The nonlocal means (NLM) type methods
are developed to take advantage of the anatomical structure
redundancy of CT images. NLM restores the image by replacing the intensity of each pixel with a weighted average of
its neighbors according to similarity [24], [25]. However,
most NLM-based methods usually employ a weighted average operation directly on all neighbor pixels with a fixed
filtering parameter during the filtering process, ignoring the
non-stationary noise characteristics of CT images [26]. The
low-rank priors are also explored to constrain the correlation
between different image frames, e.g., between multi-energybin images in energy-resolved CT and time sequence images
in perfusion CT [12], [21]. Recently, the deep neural networks (DNN) also have been incorporated as a regularization term into the IR [27]–[29]. For example, Chen et al.
presented a learned experts assessment-based reconstruction
network (LEARN) for SCT reconstruction, which can be
trained by a sparse sinogram and the corresponding full-view
images, and the learned regularization terms and balancing
parameters are specific to each iteration [29]. Moreover,
some studies have proposed a more general reconstruction
framework, from sinogram domain to image domain, relying
on the fully connected layer or convolutional layer to learn
the physical imaging process of CT [30], [31]. Although
these SCT reconstruction methods have achieved acceptable
results in circular fan- or cone-beam geometries, they are
difficult to apply directly to SHCT reconstruction due to
the special geometry of SHCT and the more complex artifact and noise distribution. Therefore, in this work, we will
present an advanced regularization for the SHCT iterative
reconstruction.
III. SPARSE-VIEW HELICAL CT ANALYSIS
A. SHCT GEOMETRY AND IMAGING MODEL

As shown in Fig. 1, taking the patient table as the reference
coordinate, the sparse-view helical exposure trajectory O(n)
can be described in the 3D Cartesian coordinate system:






2π Nd
RP Nd
2πNd
n , RF sin
n ,
n
O(n) = RF cos
N̄
N̄
N̄
(1)
where N̄ is the number of projections per complete rotation
in a full-view HCT scan (e.g., N̄ is 2304 in the flying focal
spot along axial direction (FFSZ) protocol for the Siemens
SOMATOM Definition AS+ scanner), n represents the
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sampling point, RF is the distance from the source to the
center of the rotation, RP is the helical pitch (table feed per
rotation), and Nd is the sparse-sampling factor. In particular,
Nd = 1 denotes the full-view projections. For simplicity,
we denote N̄s = N̄ /Nd as the number of projections per
complete rotation in an SHCT scan.
The imaging model of SHCT can be approximated as
follows:
Y = AX + N .

(2)

RNu ×Nv ×Ns

Here, Y ∈
is the projection data, where Nu is
the number of detector rows, Nv is the number of detector
channels, and Ns is the number of projections; A represents
a projection operator; X ∈ RNi ×Nj ×Nk is the reconstructed
image, where Ni , Nj and Nk denote the number of voxels
along the three axis; N ∈ RNu ×Nv ×Ns is the noise term.
Consequently, the iterative reconstruction model for SHCT
can be formulated as follows:
1
(3)
min xR(X ), s.t., kAX − Yk26 −1 ≤ ε,
2
where R(X ) is the regularization term associated with the
image prior structures. 6 −1 = diag{1/σi2 } (1 ≤ i ≤ Nu ·
Nv · Ns ) denotes the weighting diagonal matrix and σi2 is the
variance in the ith entry of projection Y. σi2 can be obtained
by the mean-variance relationship [2].
B. THE SHCT RECONSTRUCTION ARTIFACTS AND NOISE
ANALYSIS

To analyze the artifacts of SHCT reconstruction, we consider
a noise-free simulation using the XCAT phantom, i.e., the
projection data are not contaminated by any noise. We also
simulated noise-free SCCT data for the artifact comparison
between SHCT and SCCT. Specifically, the number of projections per complete rotation for both scanning geometries
is 144, and they have the same scanning parameters refer to
the Siemens SOMATOM Definition AS+ system, except for
the pitch factors that are 0 and 0.6 for the SCCT and SHCT,
respectively. The simulated SCCT and SHCT data are reconstructed by the FDK and WFBP algorithms, respectively,
as shown in Figs. 1 (c) and (d). The insufficient projections
of SHCT not only cause serious streaking artifacts but also
introduce complex anatomical distortion artifacts, which can
shadow real anatomical structures. The main cause of the
anatomical distortion artifacts is that in the helical geometry,
the moving patient table exacerbates the undersampling of the
object to be reconstructed. Another reason is that the convention HCT reconstruction algorithms, such as the WFBP algorithm that requires the complete projection view to accurately
perform the backprojection interpolation [18], [19], cannot be
directly applied to SHCT reconstruction due to the limitation
of incomplete data acquisition. To distinguish the artifacts of
the SCCT, the SHCT artifacts, including the streaking and
anatomical distortion artifacts, are referred to as sparse-view
helical artifacts (SHAs).
In real acquisitions, the normal-mAs projection data are
still contaminated by measurement noise, e.g., quantum and
VOLUME 9, 2021
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electronic noise. Although existing commercial HCT systems do not provide the sparse-view scan protocols, we can
simulate SHCT data from the real HCT projection data,
i.e., digitally extracting sparse-view data from the full-view
normal-dose projection data at equal intervals. In this study,
we used the Mayo challenge data for SHCT simulations [32].
Fig. 2 shows the patient images reconstructed by the WFBP
algorithm from the 288-view (1/8 dose) and 144-view
(1/16 dose) SHCT projections. In addition to artifacts, SHCT
images are also contaminated by noise. The reason is that
SHCT reconstruction with insufficient projection is more
sensitive to projection noise, while normal dose projections
contain measurement noise.

FIGURE 3. (a) A HCT image X ∈ R80×80×40 and it’s Tucker
decomposition; (b) Core tensor C ∈ R80×80×40 of X and note that 72.4%
of its elements are zeros; (c) Typical slices of C.

FIGURE 2. (a)-(c) Images reconstructed by the WFBP algorithm from
2304-, 288-, and 144-view projections. The top and bottom images are
displayed in the window [−140, 260] and [−1150, 350], respectively.

C. THE 3D ANATOMICAL STRUCTURE SPARSITY FOR SHCT
IMAGING
1) ANATOMICAL STRUCTURE REDUNDANCY

In this section, we first analyze the anatomical structure redundancy of the CT images including the structural
correlation and self-similarity. Tucker decomposition or
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) low-rank decomposition is
capable of characterizing the correlation information of 3D
CT images. Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagrams of Tucker
decomposition and the non-zeros element distribution of
core tensor for the 3D CT image. It can be observed that
the core tensor contains a large number of zero elements,
indicating that the 3D CT image is low-rank and therefore
possesses good correlation property. However, the Tucker and
CP decomposition both have their disadvantage, such as the
CP decomposition cannot well encode the low-rank property
of the tensor subspaces along with its modes, and the Tucker
decomposition has not considered the fine-grained sparsity configurations inside this coefficient tensor [33], [34].
Currently, the Kronecker-basis-representation (KBR) -based
tensor decomposition have been proposed to address these
problems, which encodes both sparsity insights delivered
by Tucker and CP decompositions for a general tensor.
In particular, KBR-based tensor decomposition has achieved
VOLUME 9, 2021

FIGURE 4. Anatomical structure self-similarity analysis of the SHCT
image. The yellow boxes is the search window. Rt X and Rijk represent
the target and extracted cubes, respectively.

state-of-the-art performance on the low-mAs perfusion and
energy-resolved CT reconstructions [21], [34]. Thus, inspired
by these works, the KBR-based tensor decomposition is introduced to characterize the structural correlation of the 3D CT
image.
On the other hand, to exploit the structural self-similarity
property of the SHCT image, we cropped out region-ofinterest (ROIs) in different anatomical regions and computed
their similarity maps. The exponent of the negative Euclidean
distance was adopted to describe the similarity between
the ROIs:
Sijk = exp{−kRt X − Rijk X k2 },

(4)

where R denotes a cube extracting operator, Rt X and Rijk
represent the target and extracted cubes, respectively. Fig. 4
shows the similar maps computed with the pelvis anatomical structures in 144-view reconstruction. The similarity
maps quantitatively demonstrate pelvis has good structural
self-similarity. In general, other anatomical structures also
have good structural self-similarity. Therefore, considering
the structural correlation and self-similarity, we introduce
the KBR-based tensor decomposition to describe the 4-order
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FIGURE 5. The proposed tensor decomposition and anisotropic total variation regularization model (TDATV). (a) Schematic of KBR-based tensor
decomposition. The groups R̃k X (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ) are obtained through block matching within a large local window and stacked to the
corresponding 4-order tensors. Then, the clean temporary tensors can be estimated by the KBR-based tensor decomposition. By aggregating the
clean temporary tensors, restored SHCT images can be obtained; (b) Illustration of the Piecewise-smooth structure of SHCT images along with
different modes, wherein the lower row is the gradient maps along with different modes, and the upper row is the frequency of the gradient
maps.

low-rank anatomical tensors stacked by the corresponding
groups of nonlocal cubes that contain rich anatomical redundancy for SHCT reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 5 (a).
2) PIECEWISE-SMOOTH

The structural piecewise-smooth can associate with the gradient sparsity of the 3D SHCT image. As shown in Fig. 5 (b),
most of the difference values between adjacent voxels in
three dimensions are nearly equal to zero, which indicates
that a large number of piecewise-smooth structures exist in
SHCT images. Previous works have established that total
variation (TV) is a powerful regularization that can effectively enhance piecewise-smooth structures of CT images to
suppress streaking artifacts in SCT reconstructions [4], [35].
Besides, in the 3D SHCT reconstruction, since Z-axial voxel
spacing (thickness) is generally not equal to the in-plane
voxel spacing, the regularization strength of TV in the axial
and in-plane directions is different. Thus, we introduce an
anisotropic TV (ATV) regularizer into the KBR-based tensor
decomposition framework, which to characterize the structural piecewise-smooth of SHCT images [35].
Finally, considering the 3D anatomical structure sparsity
in SHCT imaging, the tensor decomposition and anisotropic
total variation regularization model (TDATV) is proposed for
SHCT iterative reconstruction in this study.
IV. METHODS
A. TENSOR DECOMPOSITION AND ANISOTROPIC TOTAL
VARIATION REGULARIZATION MODEL (TDATV)

As analyzed above, we introduce a KBR-based tensor
decomposition to describe the 4-order low-rank tensors
stacked by the corresponding groups of nonlocal cubes and
adopt an ATV regularization to characterize the structural
piecewise-smooth of SHCT images. The proposed TDATV
algorithm can be formulated as follows:
XK
min κ
S(R̃k X ) + βkX kATV
X

s.t.,
15204

k=1

1
kAX − Yk26 −1 ≤ ε,
2

(5)

Here, S(·) and k · kATV are the KBR and ATV
terms, respectively. κ and β are the tradeoff parame.
ters. R̃k X = [Rk1 X , Rk2 X , . . . , Rkm X ] ∈ Rli ×lj ×lk ×m
denotes a 4-order tensor formed by a group of image
cubes similar to the k-th exemplar cube Xk (including Xk itself), Rk denotes an operator extracting the
k-th cube Xk from X , m is the number of the nonlocal similar
cubes, and K is the total number of groups [36]. In our
experiments, the search window size is 60 × 60 × 16, and
the group of nonlocal cubes size is 5 × 5 × 5 × 50.
1) KBR-BASED TENSOR DECOMPOSITION

In each iteration, the groups R̃k X (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ) are first
obtained through block matching within a large local window
(e.g., 60 × 60 × 16) and stacked separately to the corresponding 4-order tensors, as shown in Fig. 5 (a). The KBR-based
decomposition for a tensor R̃k X can be formulated as follows:
S(R̃k X ) = tkCk k0 + (1 − t)

Y4
n=1


rank Xk,(n) ,

(6)

where k · k0 denotes the l0 norm, Ck denotes the core tensor
of R̃k X with the higher order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) [37], Xk,(n) = unfoldn (R̃k X ) represents the
mode-n unfolding matrix, and 0 < t < 1 is the penalty
parameter controlling the tradeoff between two terms. Moreover, k · k0 and rank(·) can be relaxed by the log-sum form
to simplify computation as follows [33]:
S ∗ (R̃k X ) = tP(Ck ) + (1 − t)

Y4
n=1


P∗ Xk,(n) .

(7)

Here,
X
P(B) =

i1 ,...,iN

P∗ (B(n) ) =

X
d


log(kbi1 ,...,iN k + )−(log() /(− log()),

log(σd (B(n) ) + )) − (log() /(− log()),

where bi1 ,...,iN denotes a element of B, σd (B(n) ) defines the
d th singular value of B(n) , and  is a small positive number.
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2) ANISOTROPIC TOTAL VARIATION

An ATV regularization is incorporated into the KBR-based
tensor decomposition framework to fully explore the
Piecewise-smooth structure in three directions (X-, Y, and
Z-axis) of SHCT images, as shown in Fig. 5 (b). ATV can
be formulated as follows [35]:
kX kATV = kDw X k1 ,

(8)

Here, Dw = [w1 D1 ; w2 D2 ; w3 D3 ] is the so-called weighted
three-dimensional difference operator. D1 , D2 , D3 are the
first-order difference operators with respect to three different
directions of the volume image. ωn (n = 1, 2, 3) is the weight
along the n-th direction of X to control its regularization
strength. Specifically, ω1 = ω2 = 1 and ω3 = dx−y /dz ,
where dx−y is the in-plane voxel spacing and dz is the slice
thickness.
B. OPTIMIZATION

k=1

n=1

+βkT k1
1
s.t., kAX − Yk26 −1 ≤ ε,
2
R̃k X − Zk = 0 (k = 1, . . . , K ),
T − Dw X = 0,

k=1

µR̃∗k (R̃k X (t)

1 (t)
1 (t)
(t)
− Zk + FZk ) + µD∗w (Dw X (t) −T (t) + FT )
µ
µ
(12)
where R̃∗k and D∗w indicate the adjoint operator of R̃k and Dw ,
respectively, and η ∈ (0, 2) is a relaxation factor [34].
2) UPDATE Zk

With Zj (j 6= k) and other parameters fixed, all items related
to Zk are extracted from Eq. (10):

min
Zk

1 (t)
µ
kR̃k X (t+1) − Zk + FZk k2F + P(Ck )
2
µ
Y4

+γ
P∗ Zk,(n) .

We can solve Eq. (13) under the split-Bregman method, and
detail derivation is provided in the supplement.
3) UPDATE T , FZk , AND FT

min βkT k1 + µ2 kDw X (t+1) − T + FT k2F .
(t)

(9)

where k · k2F denotes the Frobenius norm; FT and FZk are
the Lagrange multipliers; µ is the positive penalty scalar.

T

With other parameters fixed, all items related to X are
extracted from Eq. (10):

(11)

Eq. 11 can be solved by the gradient descent method, and the
corresponding solution can be written as follows:

(14)

By introducing the soft-thresholding operator:


 b − 1, b > 1
H1 (b) = b + 1, b < 1


0,
otherwise,

(15)

where b ∈ R and 1 > 0, then we can update T as follows:
(t)

T (t+1) = Hβ/µ (Dw X (t+1) + FT ).

(16)

Lagrange multipliers are updated as follows:
(t+1)

= FZk + µ(R̃k X (t+1) − Zk

),

(17)

(t+1)

= FT + µ(Dw X (t+1) − T (t+1) ).

(18)

F Zk
FT

1) UPDATE X

XK µ
1
(t)
min kAX − Yk26 −1 +
kR̃k X − Zk
k=1
2
X 2
µ
1 (t)
1 (t) 2
+ FZk kF + kDw X − T (t) + FT k2F ,
µ
2
µ

(13)

With the other parameters fixed, we can update T by solving
the following:

where γ = (1 − t)/t. k · k1 denotes the l1 norm. This problem
has the augmented Lagrangian function as follows:


,
T
,
F
L X , {Zk , FZk }K
T
k=1
XK n
=κ
P(Ck )
k=1
o
Y4

µ
1
+γ
P∗ Zk,(n) +
kR̃k X − Zk + FZk k2F
n=1
2κ
µ
1
1
µ
+ βkT k1 + kDw X − T + FT k2F + kAX −Yk26 −1 ,
2
µ
2
(10)
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XK

n=1

To efficiently solve the proposed TDATV, we first introduce
the auxiliary variables Zk (k = 1, . . . , K ) and T :
XK n
Y4
o
min
κ
P(Ck ) + γ
P∗ Zk,(n)
X ,{Zk }K
k=1 ,T

X (t+1) = X (t) + ηAT (AX (t) − Y) +

(t)

(t)

(t+1)

In summary, the optimization algorithm for the TDATV can
be described as algorithm 1. In the implementation, the key
parameters (γ , κ, β, and µ) used in the proposed method are
manually determined to reach the largest peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) value for phantom data and meet the best feature
similarity (FSIM) for patient data [3]. Specifically, γ = 10,
κ = 5 × 105 and µ = 0.01 in all experiments; β is set as
1×105 in the XCAT phantom experiments and is set as 4×105
in the CIRS ATOM physical phantom and clinical patients
experiments.
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Algorithm 1 TDATV for SHCT Reconstruction
Input: Y, 6 −1 , γ , κ, β, and other parameters.
while the stopping criteria are not satisfied do
Update X (t+1) by Eq. (12);
(t+1)
Update all Zk
by Eq. (13);
Update all FZk (t+1) by Eq. (17);
Update T (t+1) by Eq. (16);
Update FT (t+1) by Eq. (18);
end while
Output: X

C. DATA ACQUISITION

In this work, the XCAT phantom is adopted for the numerical simulation experiment and simulated with the pitch
factor of 0.6, and tube voltage of 100 kVp, tube current
of 200 mA [38]. The SHCT projection data of the CIRS
ATOM physical phantom and clinical patients are simulated from real projection data (acquired on the Siemens
SOMATOM Definition AS+ scanner), i.e., digitally extracting the SHCT data from the full-view normal-dose HCT
projection data at equal intervals. The patient data are provided and authorized by the Mayo Clinic, which include HCT
projection data from 10 different patients who were scanned
under the FFSZ and automatic exposure control (AEC) [32].
The selected patient cases in our experiment were acquired
with the tube voltage of 100 or 120 kVp and exposure time
of 0.5 seconds per rotation. In our experiments, the dimension
of the detector array is 736 × 64 and the size of the detector
unit is 1.2858 × 1.0947 mm2 ; the distance from the source to
the center of rotation is 595.0 mm and the distance between
the source and the detector is 1085.6 mm; the number of
projections per complete rotation in the standard scan is
1152-view.

FIGURE 6. Results of the XCAT phantom reconstructed by the WFBP, TV,
NLTV, KBR, and TDATV algorithms from 144-view projections. All images
are displayed with the same window of [−140, 260] HU.

FIGURE 7. Results of the CIRS ATOM phantom reconstructed by the WFBP,
TV, NLTV, KBR, and TDATV algorithms from 144-view projections. All
images are displayed with the same window of [−140, 260] HU.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In our experiments, the WFBP algorithm with a mediumsharpness kernel, provided by the FreeCT software
package [19], is selected as the baseline method for comparison. Moreover, the TV [4], nonlocal TV (NLTV) [39], and
KBR [33] regularization are applied to the SHCT iterative
reconstruction model Eq. (8) as the comparative methods.
The experiments are conducted in MATLAB 2016b on
a Linux OS with a PC workstation configured with an
NVIDIA Tesla P40 GPUs. Moreover, the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and feature similarity (FSIM) are chosen for the
quantitative analysis [40].
A. PHANTOM STUDY

Fig. 6 shows the results of the XCAT phantom reconstructed
by five algorithms from 144-view projections (shown for the
central axial, sagittal, and coronal planes). It can be observed
that the WFBP result of the 144-view is corrupted by severe
noise and SHAs. The TV and NLTV algorithms can suppress
the artifacts and noise, while they also cause the reconstructed
images to be smoothed, as indicated by the red arrows.
15206

FIGURE 8. Profile comparison between the 2304-view image and
different reconstruction methods. From (a) to (e): WFBP (114-view), TV,
NLTV, KBR, and the proposed TDATV. The vertical profile is indicated by
the red line in Fig. 7 (d).

The KBR algorithm suppresses noise effectively and maintains resolution, but its reconstructed image still contaminated by SHAs (especially streaking artifacts), as shown in
the zoom-in ROI of Fig. 6 (e). The TDATV algorithm yields
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FIGURE 11. Histogram comparison between ROIs of the 2304-view image
and images of the five reconstruction methods, from (a) to (e): WFBP
(114-view), TV, NLTV, KBR, and the proposed TDATV. The histogram ROI is
indicated by the red box in Fig. 10 (d).
FIGURE 9. Results of patient case 1 reconstructed by the WFBP, TV, NLTV,
KBR, and TDATV algorithms from 144-view projections. All images are
displayed with the same window of [-140, 260] HU.

FIGURE 12. Results of patient case 3 reconstructed by the WFBP, TV, NLTV,
KBR, and TDATV algorithms from 144-view projections. All images are
displayed with the same window of [−1150, 350] HU.
FIGURE 10. Results of patient case 2 reconstructed by the WFBP, TV, NLTV,
KBR, and TDATV algorithms from 144-view projections. All images are
displayed with the same window of [-140, 260] HU.

the best result in terms of noise and artifact suppression as
well as resolution preservation. To quantitatively evaluate
the performance of the TDATV algorithm, the PSNR and
FSIM of the XCAT phantom results are listed in Table 1
with different algorithms. Compared with the WFBP results
of 144- and 288-view, the remaining methods have different degrees of improvement in both PSNR and FSIM. The
proposed TDATV achieves the highest performance than all
comparison methods.
TABLE 1. Quantitative comparison of the XCAT phantom results
(256 × 256 × 100) with different methods.
FIGURE 13. The absolute residual images of results shown in Fig. 12 with
respect to the reference image of 2304-view.

The CIRS ATOM physical phantom was also reconstructed
from the real projection data to evaluate the performance of
VOLUME 9, 2021

the proposed TDATV, as shown in Fig. 7. The WFBP result
of the 2304-view (FFSZ) is considered to be the reference
image. The image reconstructed by the TV algorithm loses
most of the structural details and the NLTV algorithm is still
contaminated by the artifacts. The proposed TDATV method
15207
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FIGURE 14. Results of patient case 3 reconstructed with different sparse levels. The top and bottom images are reconstructed with the WFBP and
TDATV methods, respectively. All images are displayed with the same window of [-140, 260] HU.

obtains the best result in noise and SHAs reduction, and its
result is the closest to the reference image. Fig. 8 depicts
the horizontal profiles to illustrate the resolution retention
capabilities of the different methods, which are indicated by
the red line in Fig. 7 (d). It can be observed that the profile
of the TDATV algorithm is closer to the 2304-view result
compared to the other comparison reconstruction methods,
which illustrates that TDATV maintains better resolution.
B. PATIENT STUDY

Fig. 9 show the results of patient case 1 reconstructed with
five different methods from 144-view projections. The WFBP
result of the 2304-view (FFSZ) is considered to be the reference image. In the zoom-in ROIs of Fig. 9, it can be observed
that in SHCT reconstruction, the high attenuation objects may
cause more serious artifacts. Although competing algorithms
can remove noise and artifacts to different extents, they are
still contaminated by severe artifacts caused by high attenuation objects. By comparison, the proposed TDATV can
suppress almost all artifacts.
Fig. 10 shows the results of patient case 2 with hemangioma. It can be seen that the WFBP result is difficult to
identify the lesion submerged in severe noise and SHAs.
Although the lesion can be identified in different regularization methods, the competing methods lose most liver textures.
In contrast, TDATV achieves the desired results in lesion
imaging while maintaining more liver texture. Moreover,
Fig. 11 shows the ROI histograms of the full-view image,
and of images using different reconstruction algorithms. The
ROIs are selected from part of the liver of patient case 2,
which is indicated by the red box in Fig. 10 (d). It can be
observed that the histogram of the TDATV is the closest
to that of the full-view image, which further illustrates the
superiority of the proposed algorithm.
Fig. 12 shows the results of lung imaging, from which
it can be observed that the WFBP image is corrupted with
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noise and SHAs. Although competing methods can remove
these artifacts, lose most of the details of the lung. In contrast, the TDATV removes noise and SHAs while preserving
details of lung. The results demonstrate that TDATV has the
best performance in preserving the lung details, as shown in
the zoom-in ROIs of Fig. 12. To further validate TDATV,
the absolute residuals between the images reconstructed with
each competing method and the reference 2304-view image
are depicted in Fig. 13. It can be observed that TDATV
achieves the smallest residuals relative to other competing
methods, which indicates that TDATV preserves the most
details while suppressing the most noise and artifacts.
To exploit the influence of sparse levels on the performance
of TDATV, experiments were conducted using the patient
case 3 with different sparse levels, including 144-, 192-, 288-,
and 576-view. Reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 14,
where the fine structures are preserved better as the number
of views increases and images obtained by TDATV are much
better than those of the WFBP. In addition, the PSNR and
FISM of results with different sparse levels are computed and
ploted in Fig. 15. It can be observed that the PSNR and FISM
values obtained by TDATV better than those of the WFBP.

FIGURE 15. Quantitative comparison of reconstructed images with
different sparsity levels in patient case 3.

To evaluate the proposed TDATV in the clinical performance, five radiologists with at least three years of
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experience in reading CT images were invited to score all
the patient images from 0 (worst) to 5 (best) based on noise
and artifact reduction, resolution and structure preservation,
and lesion detectability [3]. The mean values of the scores
from 144-view projections are listed in Table 2. It can be seen
that the TDATV obtains the highest scores over all competing
methods. The results further demonstrate that the proposed
TDATV is superior to other methods through both visual
inspection and subjective evaluation.
TABLE 2. Mean of the scores of the patient images reconstructed by
144-view projections.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we study the acquisition protocol of sparse-view
helical CT (SHCT) that reduces the radiation dose to ultralow-dose level. In our experiments, we consider reconstructing the 144-view projections that are 6.25 % of the normal
dose (2304-view). However, SHCT reconstructions are contaminated by complex sparse-view helical artifacts (SHAs)
that are different from the representations of sparse-view
circular artifacts, as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, normal tissues
are also submerged with noises, as shown in Fig. 2.
To address these problems, we propose a tensor decomposition and anisotropic total variation regularization
model (TDATV) for SHCT iterative reconstruction. The
motivation behind the proposed TDATV is to fully exploit the
3D anatomical structure sparsity in SHCT imaging, including
the anatomical structure redundancy and piecewise-smooth,
as shown in Fig. 5. The XCAT phantom, CIRS ATOM phantom, and clinical patient studies are employed to validate the
performance of the TDATV algorithm. Results demonstrated
that the proposed TDATV is superior to all competing methods, including TV, NLTV, and KBR, in both visual assessment
and quantitative analysis.
In conclusion, the results demonstrated that SHCT could
serve as a potential solution for reducing HCT radiation dose
to ultra-low level by using the proposed TDATV model.
Nevertheless, the presented work also has potential limitations. First, the quality descriptors PSNR and FSIM are
selected for quantitative analysis of SHCT imaging, while
they are not well-correlated with the actual diagnostic performance [41]. Therefore, the task-driven image quality assessment, such as multi-case multi-reader study, would be further
explored in our future studies. Second, the parameters of the
TDATV are tuned in a trial-and-error manner using different types of data, which is time-consuming and suboptimal.
How to select the optimal parameters remains an open question for the community. Fortunately, potential techniques,
such as deep learning methods, can automatically select
VOLUME 9, 2021

CT reconstruction parameters by learning labeled data [23].
Thus, such methods will be introduced to the proposed
TDATV model in future work.
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